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VA (and JRA) activities

• VESPA (H2020-RI legacy)
  • JRA
  • VA

• SPIDER (H2020-RI legacy)
  • VA

• GMAP (new, +heritage)
  • JRA
  • VA

• Machine Learning (new, +heritage)
  • JRA
VA working together

• Sharing information
• PMC / reporting
• Cross-access to VA monthly reports and/or some VA/NA (et al.)-restricted content (e.g. summary/highlight of the month/quarter/spontaneous)
• Outputs (partial and joint) → @NA
• One more formal telecon series? Perhaps NO
• Dedicated interface telecons --> YES
• Some shared space/wiki/page/doc? → YES
Interfaces

• Explicit interfaces, e.g.
  • **SPIDER** Task 4 → VESPA, ML
  • **VESPA** Task 2,34 ← ML, GMAP, SPIDER
  • **ML** Task 2 ← SPIDER, GMAP + Task 6 → VESPA
  • **GMAP** JRA Task 3 → ML + VA Task 4 → VESPA

• (~informal) Interface officer, i.e. individuals involved in cross-VA/JRA bundle activities
Results of VAs

• Both for
• More at TA/VA speed dating...
Joint VA Review Board (month 2)

• Some 5-8 members (e.g. 2 per VA/JA bundle)
• Inputs so far:
  • SPIDER → Suggestions included by Nicolas
  • GMAP → ??
  • ML → ??
  • VESPA → ?? Pick-up from previous group?